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 .04: sound on youtube video stopped working, sound works on my ipod but no web sites I thought it was a problem with the
pulse audio settings or something. I'm having a hard time figuring out what's going on and where to go from here ssd: it's not

called a "hard drive" for nothing reisio: :) ssd: HDD means Hard disk drive. bekks: thanks you know, hard drives are made out
of microelectronics now ssd: I dont think I need to tell you that :) sound stopped working after an update, can't play videos on

facebook or youtube anymore zack_s_: Can you play videos on youtube with other browsers, like opera or chrome? reisio: they
are not made out of microelectronics bekks, yes. ssd: and what is, then? zack_s_: then it is a browser bug. bekks, Firefox was

working fine before and it was working fine after the update. reisio: not even sure reisio: I hope it is something else oh, you guys
are still picking at this one i believe it's a pulseaudio issue how do you guys usually fix it? sakuramboo: It will be, when nobody

knows the problem :P pulseaudio issue is basically the same it's weird, i can play audio via youtube on my brothers laptop
sakuramboo, it worked fine before and it stopped working after an update but nothing on my desktop zack_s_: yeah, weird

sakuramboo, I'm having a hard time figuring out what's going on and where to go from here. reisio: If you really want
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